
Naftali Rosenblum from Dossin Barracks to Buchenwald 

April 1944 to March 1945 

To know more about Naftali's life before being arrested go to 
http://www.jskutcher.name/Kutscher_Szklarek_Littman_Zmidek/Zmidek/Suknik_Zmidek_family_tree.html 
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Transport list from Dossin Barracks Belgium to Auschwitz 3 April 1944 

1944 April 3rd Naftali was going to an appointment and was recognized by the traitor "Fat 
Jacques", a well known jewish traitor and was deported the following day to Auschwitz from the 
Dossins barracks in Mechelin, Belgium. 

Naftali is (prisoner ?) number 330. 
Note that his date of birth is given as 15th July 1900 
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1944 April 8th Book of X-ray results of the prisoners' infirmary of CC Auschwitz 

 
Copy of 1.1.2.1 / 510298 in conformity with ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives 
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Book of X-ray results of the prisoners' infirmary of CC Auschwitz 4549 
179853 (Prisoner number) Rosenblum Naftali 



1944 July 1 - Lists of laboratory examinations of the "SS-Hygiene-Institut Auschwitz" KL AU 1 
Auschwitz 1 

Anbei stuhl, urin und sputum zur untersuchung von häftlingen die in Kommando Haftlingschneiderei 
eingesetzt sind   

 Stool, urine and sputum to investigate detainees deployed in Prisoner Tailoring (?) Command 

See next page for Naftali  



Patient number 214 - Prisoner number 179852 - Rosenblum Naftali 

Document  1.1.2.1 / 554000 



 
 

October 19th 1944 Lists of bonus payments of CC Auschwitz  
 
Lfd.Nr. - Laufende Nummer - cumulative number (literally: “running number”) 
 

Naftali on next page Lfd. Nr. 137 
Copy of 1.1.2.1 / 511496 in conformity with ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives 



 
 

October 19 1944 Auschwitz 
 

137 Prisoner number 179852, Rosenbaum N. (error in surname) receives a bonus of 2 
RM (Reich Marks) 

 
Document 1.1.2.1 / 511498 

Lists of bonus payments of CC Auschwitz 



The document on the previous page dated October 19th 1944 was the last one found on record from 
Auschwitz. At some point between this date and February 1945 Naftali is moved to the Gross Rosen 
Camp and then onto Buchenwald, during the time of the death marches. 

The following sources (and many others) provide some clues as to Naftali's movements at this 
time. 

DEATH MARCHES - this was the forced evacuations on foot of concentration and slave labor 
camps in the winter of 1944–45. With the onset of winter and Allied armies closing in on the Nazi 
concentration camps – the Soviets from the East and the British and Americans from the West – 
desperate SS officials attempted to evacuate the camps to remove the eyewitnesses and to conceal 
the crimes . Prisoners were moved westward in the dead of winter, forced to march toward the 
heartland of Germany, where their presence would be less incriminating. 

On January 18, 1945, just days before the Red Army arrived at Auschwitz, 66,000 prisoners were marched to 
Wodzislaw, where they were put on freight trains to the Gross-Rosen, *Buchenwald , *Dachau , and 
*Mauthausen concentration camps. Almost one in four died en route.

Source: Encyclopedia Judaica 

The Gross-Rosen concentration camp (Rogoźnica in Polish) was situated approximately 60 
kilometres south- west of Wrocław 

The Nazis began to close Gross-Rosen and its „subcamps“ at the end of January 1945. The 
prisoners in the male satellite camps on the eastern bank of the Odra were moved to the main 
camp, while the female prisoners were made to set out on death marches, mostly to camps deep 
inside the Reich. Many prisoners died or were killed on the marches, and the fate of several 
marches remains unknown. The evacuation of the other branches and the main Gross-Rosen 
camp took place at the beginning of February 1945. Some Jews (especially women) were 
transported to Bergen-Belsen, others to Buchenwald, Dachau, Flossenbürg, Mauthausen and 
Mittelbau. 

Source: holocaust.cz 

https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/death-marches
https://www.holocaust.cz/en/history/concentration-camps-and-ghettos/gross-rosen-2/


1945 February 11 -  Transport from Gross Rosen to Buchenwald 
Politische Abteilung   - Political Department 
Neuzugänge              - New arrivals from 11th February 1945 from Gross -Rosen
Politische Franzosen - Political French 

Naftali's entry on next page 

( 1945 February 13th Gross Rosen liberated by the Russian Army) 

Copy of 1.1.5.1 / 5286526 
Lists of transport from CC Gross-Rosen to CC Buchenwald I - II - arrivals (men) 



Naftali is listed under Political Belgian Jew. List number 360.  New Prisoner number  128788 
Rosenblum Naftali . Date of birth 15. 7. 06 Brussels Schneider . Auschwitz number 179852 

It is reasonable to assume that the new year of birth was first changed & recorded at some 
point on or after his arrival at Auschwitz.  Why ? This new date of birth would set his age at 39 
years old.  

Some inmates from the Kanada Kommando who were on the ramp to collect the 
abandoned possessions of the new arrivals managed to pass some advice to help people 
survive initial selection. Act strong and healthy, claim to be between sixteen and forty 
years old, hand young children to elderly relatives. Some survived selection and ultimately 
the camps because of this simple advice 

Source: Quora - but the upper age as yet not confirmed elsewhere. 

https://www.quora.com/What-was-the-selection-process-in-death-camps


Nachtrag  zur Veränderungsmeldung vom 10.2.45  supplement to the changes from February 10th 1945 

Namentliche Aufstellung der - 3512- Neuzugänge vom 10.2 und der -833-Neuzugange vom 11.2 vom K.L 
Gross Rosen 
 Name list of - 3512- new entries from 10.2 and -833-new entry from 11.2 from K.L Gross Rosen. 

 Die Neuzugänge sind im kleinen Lager untergebracht  - The new arrivals are housed in the small 
warehouse 

Naftali on the next page 

Copy of  Document 1.1.5.1 / 5284525 
 Reports detailing changes concerning prisoners in Concentration Camp Buchenwald (men) 



Prisoner number 128788 Rosenblum N. 



Prisoner Number 128788 – Rosenblum Naftali 

Copy of 1.1.5.1 / 5271428 in conformity with ITS DigitaI_Archive , Arolsen Archives 
Internment book (numbers) of Concentration Camp Buchenwald (men) 



1945 March 2 

Häftlingskrankenbau - prisoner hospital or 
clinic Block 57 
128788 Rosenblum Naftali 
Aufnamen - arrivals (?) 

  Copy of 1.1.5.1 / 5339659 in conformity with ITS Archive, Arolsen Archives 
Lists and registers of admissions and releases in the prisoners' infirmary ward 



Häftl. Schreibstube - Prisoner Records office.  Buchenwald  March 17     1945 

Veränderungsmeldung -  status report  
Stärke  - strength (e.g. number of prisoners) on March 16 abends (in the evening) 82 388 men 

Naftali listed on next page

Copy of 1.1.5.1 / 5284717 Arolsen Archives 

Reports detailing changes concerning prisoners in Concentration Camp Buchenwald (men) 



Listed under Polit. Jude 

     128788.       Rosenblum Naftali         15. 7.06  L II +16.3
 Prisoner Number.  Date of birth   Lager II. Died on the 16th March



 
 
 
 

Copy of 1.1.5.1 / 5350227 in conformity with ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives 
Lists of deceased prisoners, Belgian and Yugoslav 

 
 

 



1945 March 18 

Arbeitsstatistik - Labor statistics 

Tote - dead 

On the right hand side Naftali’s prisoner number -  128788 

Copy of 1.1.5.1 / 5339756 in conformity with ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives 
 Lists and registers of admissions and releases in the prisoners' infirmary war 



Naftali’s Buchenwald Records 

The envelope  

Contains 7 documents 

Haeftl. Pers. Karte (Häftlingspersonalkarte) prisoner registration card 

Schreibst.-Karte ( Schreibstubenkarte) - registry office card  

Revierkarte - prisoner clinic card 

Arbeitskarte  - work card, labor record 

Nummernkarte  - number card used to cross reference prisoner number to name and other details 

Todesmeldung  - death notification 



 

 
      

Prisoner number 128.788 

In the records of Buchenwald he arrived (überstellt) t on February 10th from Auschwitz in K.L.  
(Konzentrations-Lager -  concentration camp) for the reason (Grund) given as being a Belgian Political 
prisoner, and a Jew.  

Wohnort d. Angehörigen  - Place of residence of family members, his wife (Ehef.) & child - Gauchin 73 - 
was actually  rue GAUCHERET in Brussels where they live at the beginning of the war. w.o. (i.e. wie 
oben) means as  above 

Under Strafen im Lager (punishments in the camp) it is written 

todesursache -  cause of death 
herzschwäche - heart weakness 
bei Bronchitis u Grippe- due to Bronchitis and the flu 

 
 
 

In our documents of the Buchenwald concentration camp it is noted cause of death: 
„heart failure in bronchitis and influenza " We would like to note that the actual cause of 
death was often concealed and a „neutral“ cause of death was registered. One reason 
for this was that the surviving relatives and the population were unable to draw any direct 
conclusions about the conditions in the concentration camps (inadequate food, hygiene, 
heavy labour, etc. ) and about the systematic killing of prisoners. 

           Arlosen Archive Inquiry Team 4 



Copy of 1.1.5.3 / 6949855 in conformity with ITS Digital Archive, Arolsen Archives 
Labour assignment card 

Erlernter Beruf -  Trained profession or occupation 

Schneider - tailor 



Entlassung - release - is actually Naftali's date of death 

Revieraufnahme -admittance to clinic March 2 1945 

Besondere Vorkommnisse  - special occurrences or events 

Befund  -  findings, diagnosis 

Stamp - ? 

March 16 1945 at 14.30  
Heart weakness caused by bronchitis 

Sick Bay Card of CC Buchenwald 



Todesmeldung  - death notification 
Saal - room 61 
Block 57 
Gestorben - died - 16 March 1945 at 14.30 
ins Krankenhaus Bau aufgenommen - taken to the hospital 2.3.45 
Diagnosis - bronchitis with flu 

Political prisoner 128788 Rosenblum Naftali is described as a tailor (schneider)  and on Feb 11th being in 
the Gross Rosen Camp. 

Verstorben - deceased March 17 1945 -  in pencil March 16



1948 Naye Prese   
The Newsletter is called "the New Press". It was edited in Paris and the following article comes 

from the edition of Friday 8th october 1948.  

“The heroic fighter Nathan Rozenblum" Nathan Rozenblum was one the most beautiful figures of 
the jewish worker immigrants in Belgium.  

He was born in Warsaw on the 15th october 1900. At the age of 12 he was obliged to start an 
apprenticeship as a tailor, and from his early years became a professional activist within the 
Warsaw tailors trade-union.   

During 1923, he was arrested because of his revolutionary activities and was the sentenced to 3 
years jail in the prison  known as the Prison of Brisk (Brest Livotsk) from which he left with poor  
health. 



He carried on his trade-union activities and led important strikes during the years 1927-1928 which 
resulted in victories. Because of his activities, he was often detained and searched by the police 
which contributed to a deterioration in his health.   

In 1930, he arrived in Belgium . From the first day, he got involved in  social work, more precisely 
organizing political associations that focussed on helping political prisoners.  As an active member 
in the trade union for tailors and with help of other jewish workers, he set up a "jewish section" 
despite the firm opposition of the leader (of the trade-union), the well-known antisemite, Mr Liébart. 

During the war, Natan was amongst the most active resistance fighters, leading sabotage activities 
against the Germans, being a guiding member of the "Comité de Défense des Juifs" and  editing 
the newspaper "Le flambeau".   

On April 3rd  1944, he was going to an appointment and  was recognized by the traitor "Fat 
Jacques", a well known jewish traitor and was deported the following day to Auschwitz.  All the 
comrades who went with him to the camp  were witness to his attitude, full of extraordinary courage 
who helped others.  Unfortunately, he didn't survived to see the Liberation.  

He died on the 13 may in Buchenwald, survived by his wife and by a son who's continuing the 
heroic fight  for which his father died.   

* The jewish traitor "fat Jacques" was in reality named Icek Glowoski. He denouced many jews in
Brussels but was finally killed by the Nazi's.
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